Abstract Universidad Carlos III de Madrid Call for applications announcement of university Master’s Degree Scholarships for Tuition Program Academic Year 2019/2020 (AM 04- 19/20-AUIP)

UC3M School of Graduate Studies selects the recipients of the Scholarships awarded to students during the admissions application review process. The **12 scholarships** to pay tuition fee of the following master programs:

- Master in Advanced Studies in Public Law
- Master in Advanced Human Rights Studies
- Master in Civil Liability
- Master in Applied Research to Mass Media
- Master in Cultural Theory and Criticism
- Master in Libraries, Archives and Digital Continuity
- Master in Telematics Engineering
- Master in Industrial Mechanics
- Master in Multimedia and Communications
- Master in Material Science and Engineering
- Master in Mathematical Engineering
- Master in Computer Engineering

The number of scholarships may vary in each of the resolutions that may be adopted, depending on the conditions of the candidates who apply to, can be even deserted as assessed by the Selection Committee for each program.

The effectiveness of the scholarship is conditional on the delivery of the Master Program in the academic year 2019-20.

**Requirements for Applicants**

Applicants have to accomplish will the legal requirements to be enrolled in Spanish graduate studies and must be degree holders from Universities belong to University Iberoamerican Postgraduate Association (AUIP). Applicants for these scholarships must have previously applied for admission to the Master Program of their interests, which involves the payment of the prescribed fee, through this web:

https://www.uc3m.es/postgraduate/admission

**Selection Criteria**

Each master program has a selection committee, which will rank student applications according with:

1. Previous studies, academic record and Curriculum Vitae
2. Economic situation, personal situation and scholarship statement of the candidate, granted or applied for economic reasons, properly accredited.
Regulations on Incompatibilities

These scholarships are compatible with any other type of scholarship, subsidy, or financial aid of the same nature, unless if the sum of both implies an amount higher than the tuition fee of the program.

Amount of the scholarships

The scholarships will include the corresponding amount/sum to cover the costs of tuition (only the cost of credits enrolled for the first time) and a study aid for an amount of 1.500 €.

Obligations of the awarded students

Make payment of the reservation fee within the time limits, formalizing enrollment in the form of installment payment of all tuition credits assigned to the course of the program of Masters.

Application Submission and Requirements

The application and the required documentation have to be submitted through the electronic forms that are found on the following link:

https://www.uc3m.es/postgraduate/aid/main/2019

The application period is open from March 6th until April 10th 2019.

Award Resolution of the Call

The award resolution, with the definitive list of selected candidates, will be published on the website of this call, and there is also the possibility of individual adjudication that would be notified via email.

The award resolution will be published on the website of this call from April 26th, 2019.

The detailed legal rules of these scholarships announcement are in Spanish and can be found at

https://www.uc3m.gob.es/boel
https://www.uc3m.es/postgraduate/aid/main/2019
http://www.auip.org/es/